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Renowned
artist looks
back on
long career
"My paintings since that time were largely
autobiographical... starting with my relationship with my parents and siblings and
extending into my life as a husband and
father."
T.LS0LIEN, ARTIST
Carrie WruUker BG News

Eric Fertel BG News

HEAR THESE WORDS: Chalkings like the ones above littered campus late last week, creating a controversy.,

Offensive or a right??
Chalkings left Thursday night
create quite the stir on campus
Be sure to check our
Opinion page for
responses. Page. 4.
By Carrie Whitaker
MANAGING EDITOR

A policy concerning aimpus sidewalk chalking
has been in place for
almost two years, but last week
the rules of chalking were broken
and it is creating some problems
at the University.
Sometime
between
Wednesday and Friday many
statements were written on campus sidewalks concerning political outlooks. These statements
included: "I late liberals? We do,"
"We love pussy, not Hush," "Buck
Fusli" and "I lug a homo."
All of these declarations are in
direct violation of the University's
chalking policy.
In the student handbook on
page 3t> under "Advertisement"
the policy reads, "The use of
chalk by student organizations
and University departments to
publicize campus events on side-

walks is permitted," but the policy does not allow statements to
be written by individuals.
Administrators in the Office of
Campus Involvement have taken
notice of the violations.
According to Jill Carr, associate
dean of students, the office sent
out an e-mail to the presidents
and advisers of student organizations on campus reminding
them of the chalking policy.
"If we find that a student group
was involved it will be held
responsible," Can said. "But it
could have been an individual
outside of the University. The student groups on campus are usually good about following policy."
Two groups on campus, the
College Democrats and College
Republicans, are upset about the
statements because both say
their groups are being connected
to the chalkings without justification.
The message "Hate liberals?
We do" had information about
the (allege Republicans' meeting and Dan Brown, chair of die
political group, said the organi-

zation did not write the advertisements.
"The chalkings advertising our
meeUngs were altered and unauthorized signs were hung diat
promoted hatred," Brown said.
"We do not tolerate hatred of any
kind in our club... I was appalled
that these hateful messages were
written and signs hung bearing
our name."
The day after the anti-liberal
statements were written anticonservative writing was found
on sidewalks and College
Democrats President Sara
Kaminski said she is afraid people on campus think this writing
was done by members of her
group.
"I think that ignorance was
countered by ignorance and this
obviously doesn't fix the problem," Kaminski said. "Many people think we did this in response
to the College Republicans, but I
think it was individual liberals
who were offended by the statements."
Both group leaders, Kaminski
and Brown, have met individual-

UNIVERSITY'S
POLICY ON CHALKING
"The use of chalk by registered student organizations
and University departments
to publicize campus events
on sidewalks is permitted.
Messages must be at least
20 feet from the the
entrance ot any University
building. Messages of information that violate
University policy are subject
to removal at the expense of
the advertiser. The use of
chalk on buildings or any
other University property is
prohibited.
Page 36, "Advertisement"
No. 8 in University's Student
Handbook.

ly with University administrators.
Brown said administrators will
contact him With any more information on the chalkings.
According to Brown, "As of
right now I could speculate who
is responsible for the writing, but
1 won't do that."

By Adam Wright
REPORTER

An artist known for die dark
humor of his paintings discussed
the life experiences that have
inspired his work in die Fine Arts
Outer on Friday.
T. I. Solien, known for distorting cute and innocent looking
characters in his paintings, spoke
to a group of students, professors
and art lovers in the art history
room about the events in his life
that have shaped his work. I le has
been fusing his life into his art
since the early 1970s.
"My paintings since that time
were largely autobiographical...
starting with my relationship with
my parents and siblings and
extending into my life as a husband and father," he said.
Solien showed the audience
clips of his paintings and
explained what inspired them. I le
discussed his career as a painter
and how his wife and daughter
have affected his art.
While he was an undergraduate student in the 1970s, Solien
foUowed the advice of critics who
said that painting was dead mid
switched his major from painting
to sculpting. It was not until he
befriended several painters while
pursuing his graduate degree at
the University of Nebraska that he
understood his passion for painting.
"Painting was so satisfying to
me. All the dynamics, both physical and spatial, that I was trying
for in sculpture I could accomplish in painting,'' he said.
Solien's artwork has been
exhibited all over the United
States. Some of his paintings are
hanging in places such as the
Smithsonian in Washington D. C.
and the National Museum of Art.
One of the ways in which he

makes his work so distinguishable is with paintings of distorted
images of American icons. One of
his favorites is the Disney character, Goofy.
"I've always seen IGoofyi as a
horrible archetype of dysfunctional maieness, he said while
describing a painting of the
famous cartoon dog with a
warped lace and body.
Solien also discussed his relationship with his wife and daughter and how he uses painting as a
way to release tension when they
have problems. These problems
have inspired many of his paintings, including one that shows
disfigured symbols of his wife
holding their newborn child and
himself as a down. He said that
this painting expressed his
uneasiness with being a first-time
parent.
Another painting, of a distorted
woman holding a wine glass, was
inspired by a whole roU of pictures of his daughter drinking at
bars. The painting captured his
mixed feelings about his daughter
in college.
"I was horrified — until I
remembered I did the same
thing." he said.
After his discussion, the audience was invited to the Dorothy
Uhcr Bryan Gallery where many
of his pieces were on display.
Solien was also there and spoke
with many of his fans who came
to hear him.
One fan and student at the
University, Meghan Gilroy, freshman, was awed by Solien's work
i lis ideas are so complex. He
had a reason lor each thing and
the surrealism in his painting is so
detailed," she said.
Solien is also an associate professor of art at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.

CRU brings
Bandjam to life
By Stacy Kess
REPORtm

Ben Swanger BG News

TOUCHDOWN: BG quarterback Josh Harris sneaks in for one of his two
rushing touchdowns Saturday. Harris led the Falcons to a 62-3 win
over Liberty. For full stories, see page 7.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

It was a typical sunny Friday
afternoon on the lawn behind
Saddlemire Frisbees glided
through the air, friends chatted
with each other about the week
and excitement brewed for die
weekend.
But that's where the typical
Friday ended.
On a make-shift stage just
behind Saddlemire, five local
bands spread their music as part
ofBandIani2003.
A sort of "battle of the bands,"
Bandjam 2003 was a the brain-

TUESM¥

child of Josh Coy and Michael
Brown, directors of CRU, a
Christian-based campus organization. The idea was this: Bring
togedier music, food and students in a relaxed setting to help
promote local bands.
"Last spring, we were just
brain-storming a way that CRU
could get involved in campus
more," Coy said.
"Music is such an important
part of CRU," Brown said.
But both were quick to sepaBANDJAM. PAGE 2

WEDNESDAY
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ROCKING: Sol Rise was one of five bands to participate in Cru's
BandJam Friday outside Saddlemire.
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Powell optimistic about Iraq
By Storge Gtddi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq—Secretary of
State Colin Powell said yesterday
he is convinced "the winds of
freedom are blowing" across Iraq
but acknowledged the possibility
that terrorists are trying to make
their way into the country and
sabotage the process toward selfrule.
Powell spent 12 hours in talks
with the team of American officials guiding Iraq in the postwar
period and with the U.S.appointed Iraqi Governing
Council.
On his first visit to the nation
that has dominated his attention
since the early days of the Bush
administration, Powell attended
a Baghdad City Council meeting,
met with Foreign Minister
Hoshyar Zebari and joined the
U.S. administrator for Iraq, L.
Paul Bremer, at a joint news conference.
He described impressive
moves toward self-government
and seemed invigorated by what
he heard as he made his rounds
"There is vibrancy to this effort,
a vibrancy that I attribute to the
winds of freedom that are now

Cabinet with 25 ministers, steps
toward creation of an independent judiciary and general Arab
acceptance of Zebari as a legitimate Iraqi representative even
though Iraqi still lacks an authentic government
"There is a sense of hope here
even in this time of difficulty,"
Powell said. "Those who are so
critical of the administration
might want to hold their fire a
bit."
Powell acknowledged that the
security situation remains challenging, with a major new threat
coming from "terrorists who are
trying to infiltrate into the country for the purpose of disrupting
this whole process"
The secretary gave a rough estimate of 100 such infiltrators and
said he was confident that the
U.S. military can handle the
problem.
The attacks on American occupying forces, an almost daily
occurrence in Iraq, continued
when a roadside bomb hit a convoy in the city of Fallujah, killing a
U.S. soldier and injuring three
others, the military said.
Some 155 soldiers have died in
Iraq since President Bush

blowing through this land," he
said after the city council meeting.
Powell's day began with a flight
from Kuwait aboard a C-130
cargo plane and ended with a
dinner with a leading Baghdadbased Shiite cleric.
He said the United States is
committed to having Iraqis run
their government, but wants to
cede power after a "deliberative
process" rather than the early
transfer advocated by some fellow members of the U.N. Security
Council. France has pressed for
seating a provisional government
within a month.
"We are not hanging on for the
sake of hanging on. We are hanging on because it's necessary to
stay with this task until a new government has been created, a
responsible government," Powell
said at the news conference with
Bremer.
"The worst thing that could
happen is for us to push this
process too quickly, before the
capacity for governance is there
and the basis for legitimacy is
there, and see it fail."
Powell called attention to the
appointment of an interim Iraqi

"Bennifer" reported
to have broken up
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — Have they
gone from Bennifer back to Ben
and Jennifer?
The most overexposed couple
on the planet was supposed to
exchange wedding vows yesterday, but instead there was a
report that they had ended their
tabloid-chronicled storybook
romance.
Amid the frantic speculation
surrounding the pair last week,
People magazine reported yesterday that Affleck has dumped
Lopez due to "second thoughts"
about their impending wedding.

Dubbed "Bennifer" by gossip
wags, the pair planned to wed at a
mansion estate near Santa
Barbara. But they postponed the
ceremony Wednesday, saying
excessive media attention was
turning the event into havoc.
Citing unidentified "sources
close to the couple," People
reported that Affleck initiated the
breakup with l,npez, who was
"devastated" and "in tears."
However, the magazine hedged
its scoop by adding "it was
unclear whether the separation
was permanent."
A representative for Affleck,

declared an end to major combat
on May 1. During the heavy fighting before that date, 136 soldiers
died.
"This security threat comes
from those who do not want to
see (deposed President) Saddam
Hussein go and those who want
to foment trouble here, terrorists
who are coming in, as well as
remnants of the old regime,"
Powell told "Fox News Sunday" in
Washington.
He said military commanders
told him they are confident they
can handle both threats, though
it will take time.
Almost nine in 10 Americans
in an ABC-Washington Post poll
released Sunday, said they were
concerned that the United States
is going to get bogged down in a
long and costly peacekeeping
mission in Iraq.
In Washington, Vice President
Dick Cheney hinted that the
administration would seek more
money next year than the additional $87 billion already requested to pay mainly for postwar
costs in Iraq. He also said the
administration does not know
DnttMoMMdirAi'ftoi.o
when the U.S. military presence
SPEECH: According to Secretary of State Colin Powell, the "winds
in Iraq will end.
of freedom are blowing across Iraq."

Bandjam about being a
part of the community
BArlDWM, FROM PAGE 1

Schafer from Extreme Tattoos on
main street offered $5 tattoos.
luffage, freshman Jeff T.
Smith's one-man band, said he
found a flyer about Bandjam
and decided to try out his
unique sound on the crowd,
Hcadliner Sol Rise was a little
more connected. Sol Rise, who
has played at CRU meetings for
about a year joined the festivities thanks lo their friends in the
organization, said graduate student Terence Armentano, a guitarist and vocalist for the band.
"I thought it was a really good
thing for the campus to see people coming out from the different dorms to hear local bands,"
he said.
Freshman Maresa McNeill
was one of those students.
With her mom in town from

Detroit for her 19th birthday
and her two best friends in tow,
she stopped by to find out what
was the source of the music
wafting into her dorm room
window.
And it turned out it was exactly what she wanted to do on her
birthday, she said.
"I just wanted to enjoy myself
and my friends," McNeill said,
sitting as still as she could while
Schafer applied a henna tattoo.
"You don't have to get dressed
up — just come here and sit in
the grass."
That's what Coy and Brown
had hoped for — students
enjoying themselves.
"I'm having a blast. Students
are having a blast," Brown said.
"BG Bandlam: This is just the
beginning. Stay tuned."

Ken Sunshine, declined to comment on the breakup rumor,
lopez's publicist, Dan Klores, did
not return The Associated Press's
call for comment. Klores told
People he believed the couple
was still together, but had not
spoken to lopez in several days.
If the wedding happens, it will
be the third for Lopez, 33, and the
first for Affleck, 31. They met
while filming this summer's infamous bomb, "Gigli."
Their second film together,
writer-director Kevin Smith's
'Jersey Girl," is set for release next
year.

rate the organization from the
event
"It's not about CRU; Tonight is
about being a part of the community," Brown said, adding the
group was more of a sponsor
than a focal point of the event
Coy agreed that the night was
not about promoting or recruiting for CRU. "I think it's cool for
the students to finally have an
event without an agenda."
While local bands The Rubber
Band, luffage, Yesterday's Flight,
Woodville and Sol Rise played,
students munched on free hot
dogs and sipped sodas, provided
by PepsiCo. The bands — ranging in style from "jam band" to
hard rock — played from 4 p.m.
until dark. For added entertainment, henna tattoo artist len

tonight at 7:15 at the City
Chambers.
At the hearing. City
Ordinance 7165, calling for the
establishment of a maximum
number of people in apartments, will be discussed.
The meeting is open to all
members of the Bowling Green
community.

New vulnerability discovered

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
BGSU Law Society to
meet tonight
The University's Law Society
will meet tonight in room 110
of the Business Administration
Building at 9:15 p.m.
The group will discuss activities planned for the coming
semester, including: law school
visits, guest speakers and practice law school admission tests.
Anyone interested in attend-

ing law school should consider
joining the group.
The society is open to all
majors. Pizza and drinks will
be provided.
If you have any questions, email Jeremiah Garcia at
jgracia@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Public hearing set
for tonight
A public hearing will be held

MS

THE BG HEWS

A new vulnerability has been
discovered
in
Microsoft
Windows that if abused could
cause problems on campus
similar to those caused by Ihe
recent MS Blaster and Nachi
worm infections, according to
the office of the Chief
Information Officer.
Appearing as an e-mail
worm,
the
vulnerability,
announced Friday, could use

infected computers to relay
spam anonymously or harvest
passwords and other sensitive
information.
Systems that could be affected include:
• Windows NT Workstation
4.0
• Windows NT Server 4.0
•Windows NT Server 4.0.

Terminal Server Edition
•Windows 2000
• Windows XP

•Windows Server 2003
Windows users on campus
are being advised to run software updates immediately.
For help in performing these
updates contact the ITS
Technology Support Center at
372-0999
or
visit
www.bgsu.edu/offices/its/secu
rity/tips/u pdating.html
On-campus students should
contact Residential Computing
Connection at: 372-8077.

COULD BG SU
HE
TOW

My BGSU will offer additional hours
of availability beginning
Monday. September 15, 2003

2002-2003 University Dining Services Outstanding Student
Leader Scholarship Award Winners (From Left to Right),
Jaclyn Broerman, Colleen Busboom, Bradley Ike, Melissa
Griener and (Not Pictured) Emily Giaimo.

tJNIVEFSlTYDININQSEBVICXS
K NOW fflBINQ FOB FALL 2003.
10 scholarships l ast year five S1 000 scholarships were awarded
.in student employe)
ble hours lo fil around class schedules
' ihe liighesl starling wages for students on campus
In for ad i emenj a I : i |i /ity pay men
lo
people and become apart of the campus
For more information, contact or stop by the dining center of your choice or 11/5^1
apply online at http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/dining/employment.htm
SMN^EBVICES
lowlmi Green Stale Univenily is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer 9/03

warn

Many My BGSU Services are available 24x7

For those services available
on a less than 24x7 basis.

Standard hours of availability will be
7:30 a.m.- 9:00 p.m.
Sunday through Saturday
beginning Mon. Sept. 15
"Parking, Change Home Address and Hire a Student Employee
applications will be available 7:30 a.m.- 9:00 p.m. M-F and 7:30 a.m.- noon
Saturday beginning Mon. Sept. IS

Questions may be directed to the Technology Support Center ITSC),
129 Hayes Hall, 2-0999, tsc@. bgnet.bgsu.edu

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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POSTER SALE THIS WEEK IN THE UNION

CAMPUS

Prolific An Galleries will conduct their annual Back to
School Poster in the Multi Purpose room in the Union.
Sponsered by UAO, the safe will run today through Friday,
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

get a i:fp
^™"^

http://tvTnts.bgsu.tdu

8 a.m.- (i p.m.
Student Glass An Exhibition
Presented by the Student Glass

i_%

\bf,

Info Session by the Office of
Campus Involvement
207 Union

Club

|:^.

^9^^^^*

The Women's Center, 107
Hanna Hall
7 pan

Union Galleries

3 p.m.

10 ajn.-8 p.m.
UAO Poster Sale
Multipurpose Room. 228 Union

lob & Internship Resume Info
Session
Sponsored by Career Services.
Anderson Room, 315 Union

10 a.m. --I p-m.
Dance Marathon
lnfo./Recruitment Table
Union Lobby

1 p.m.

4 p.m.

Partnerships for Community
Action and The Center for
Innovative and Transformative
Education Support Grant
Workshop
201 Union

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
RA Recruitment Table
Union Lobby

4 p.m.-630 p-m.
Service - Learning & Support
Grant Workshop
Sponsored by Partnerships for
Community Action.
201 Union

1130 a.m.
Education Abroad Display
Table
Union
130 p.m.-230 p.m.
lob & Internship Resume Info
Session
Sponsored by Career Services.
201A Union
3 p.m

Community Service Programs

630 p.m. II:IKI p.m.
Support Group for Women
with Anorexia & Bulemia
Concerns
Sponsored by the Student
Health Center and the
Counseling Center

Music Ambassador
Membership Drive Meeting
for those interested in becon
ing a Music Ambassador for
03/04
Kennedy Green Room, Moore
Musical Arts Center Music
9 p.m. I()::«) p.m.
National Pan-Hellenic Council
Meet the Greeks
201 Union
9 p.m. -10 p-m.
RA Recruitment Table
Union Lobby
9:15 p.m.
Volunteers in Progress Campus
Buddies - Info meeting
We are looking for male and
female students who are inter
ested in mentoring to elemen
tary aged children from this
area two times a month for vol
unteer hours.
1001 BA

A Monday Challenge...
What 8 letter word has kst in the
middle, in the beginning.
and at the end???

AFL-CIO president, 151
others arrested at Yale
By Uura Walsh
THE ASSOCIA1E0 PRESS

NEW HAVEN, Conn. — AFLCIO President John Sweeney was
arrested with 151 other demonstrators Saturday for blocking
traffic as the)1 marched through
city streets in support of two
striking Yale University unions.
Sweeney and hundreds of
demonstrators had planned to
be arrested during the rally and
march, which drew a crowd that
police estimated at more than
10,000. The march jammed
downtown traffic for blocks and
drew lengthy honks from supporters and aggravated drivers
alike.
Sweeney's hands were bound
with plastic ties as he boarded a
bus and yelled, "Anything for the
workers!"
Meg Riccio, a Yale dining hall
worker who was among those
arrested, said she didn't mind
being taken to a police station.
"It's worth getting a criminal
record because I'm working for a
criminal," she said.
The protesters were charged
with disorderly conduct and
received misdemeanor summonses to appear in court,
police said. All were released
from jail.
Thousands of members of
Northeast unions converged on
New Haven for the demonstration in support of two unions
representing about 4,000 clerical, technical and maintenance
workers at Yale. The unions went
on strike three weeks ago.
"This is a fight against a very
wealthy institution," Sweeney
said. "Unions across the country
are coming to lend their support.
They are coming to bring their

Douglas Healvy IP Photo

AFL-CIO MEMBERS ARRESTED: Yale union members and their
supporters march in protest along York Street in New Haven,
Conn., Saturday. AFL-CIO President John Sweeney was arrested
with at least 100 members for blocking traffic.

attention to die struggle."
Yale spokesman Tom Conroy
said the demonstration was irrel cvanl to contract negotiations,
likening it to a union recruitment
drive.
"Yale is just serving as a good
backdrop" Conroy said.
leaders of Locals 34 and 35
have said some progress has
been made since the strike
began, but they and Yale remain

far apart on jx'nsion and other

Issues,
Yale has offered an eight-year
contract with pay raises of 3 percent to 5 percent annually, pension benefit iix leases and signing bonuses. The university has
repeatedly said that more unionized workers are reporting to
work than walking the picket
lines.

Want to filter your omall messages and be able to

REMOVE SPAM &
OFFENSIVE
CONTENT?
This will It postlhle lor UNot accounts beginning Thursday. October 9th. An upgrade
will provide a new Interface for WebMall and will Introduce the Intelligent Inbox.

THE INTELLI8ENT INBOX
is a powerful tool that will allow BGNet email users server-level mailbox filtering
(allowing filtering of items such as SPAM and offensive content), a vacation
notice feature, mail forwarding and mail blocking feature. These features are
available for each BGNet account and are disabled until each user learns about
the features and enables each feature to their own specification.

sessions to learn afcaat Owta —w cajaMIIUw aw map tiara* Wl facility staff, and
students ara oacearaaed ta attend:

In these sessions, the Intelligent Inbox and the WebMall upgrade will be
demonstrated. The sessions will be held In the Bowen Thompson Student Union
Theatre. No registration Is required.
9/15- Monday @ 9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
9/19- Friday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
9/22- Monday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
9/25- Thursday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
9/19- Tuesday @ 9:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.
19/2- Thursday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

HAJaW-OHSBSKHtt
These sessions will be held In labs, allowing those In attendance to try out the
new WebMall Interface and Intelligent Inbox. Registration Is required for these
sessions and each session Is limited to 20 participants. Registration for a
session may be made by contacting ITS via Sharon Shir key at 419-372-2911 or
shlrkey2@bgnet.bgsu.edu
9/15- Monday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. in Hayes 126
9/19- Tuesday @ 9:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m. in Moore Musical Arts108
9/17- Wednesday @ 9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. in Olscamp 207
9/19- Thursday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. in Math Science 241
9/21- Tuesday @ 10:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m. in Technology 247D
9/24- Wednesday @ 2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. in Olscamp 207
9/25- Thursday @ 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. in East Hall 115
9/29- Friday @ 10:30 a.m. -11:30 a.m. in Hayes 126
9/29- Monday @ 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in Psychology 103
9/19- Tuesday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. in Olscamp 207
19/1- Wednesday @ 9:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m. in Hayes 126
19/2- Thursday, @ 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in Education 213

Don't download movies from College IllOUiellllkCOIll Sent. 15th - Oct. 15th.

STUDENTS AGAINST
COLLEGE FILM FESTIVAL

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QiMKrvgroii:
"The man who views the world at 50 the
same as he did at 20 has wasted 30 years of
his life."
MUHAMMAD ALI
((amousquMAxan)

OPINION

No news: BG attendance poor
It's been said before. We're
not saying anything new.
Our sports writers have
Written about it. the athletic
department has attempted to
address it and nothing has
worked.
It's been mentioned and discussed on message boards like
ayziggy-zoomba.com. and even
the most rabid Falcon fans have
actually said they've given up.
Bowling Green's major sports
— football especially — could be

the best teams in the nation with
the worst fan base. Saturday's
game against Division 1-AA
Liberty drew a paltry 13,906. a
week after quarterback Josh
Harris led the Falcons to the
unthinkable, a 27-26 lasl-minule
win over then-No. 16 Purdue,
which brought the football team
some much deserved national
attention.
We've heard the excuses:
Liberty was a small school, and
the result — a big Bowling Green

victory — was inevitable. But statistics often tell the whole story;
1-1 Central Michigan, a team
that will likely get hammered
when they come to the Doyt for
Homecoming, drew 12,128
against Eastern Kentucky. They
nearly lost. Buffalo — Buffalo! —
drew 20,324 for a humiliating
loss to hapless Colgate. Kent
State played a Division 1 -AA
team in Youngstown State, and
drew 20,172.
Yes, a Youngstown State-Kent

Sidewalk chalking meant to
bring education to campus
ANDY JONES
ELIZABETH ANDRIACCO
KIRIN KHAN
Guest Columnists
As advocates of limited free
expression and as individuals
who helped orchestrate
Thursday)! chalking we feel it's
important lo clear the air surrounding the messages: Context.
il seems, is highly necessary.
1 late is something we try very
haul to fight in our everyday
lives. When we see students
engaging In acts that are hateful,
we feel it's important to step
in.whether these acts be verbal,
physical or emotional. When we
see student-run campus-sponsored organizations advocating
hale ("1 late Liberals? We do!"
said the College Republicans),
we get upset. In reaction to the
message put out by the
Republican group, we felt it was
necessary to let the campus
know that there are other voices
that have equal right lo be heard.
The message of the chalking,
needs to be clarified. Messages
such as, "I don't hale
Republicans like ihey hale me."
"Peace begins with regime
change" and "We hold these
truths lo be self evident, George
W. Bush is not our president"
seem clear enough. I lowever.
other plirases, such as "Hug a
I Ionia" "Brown People are OK!"
"The only Bush you can trust is
your own," "Hooray Homos, Boo
Republicans," "I heart pussy, not
Bush." "Buck Fush,'' "Hug a
Brown Person." "Hug a fal person," "Hug a soldier," "Hug a
slut." "Hug a white person,"
"Learn from History: Slop Killing
Brown People" and "Hug a
Republican, loo" seemed lo be a
little more ambiguous.
The biggest poinl of contention with siudenis was the
use of the phrase "Brown people." We used the phrase for a
number of reasons:
No. 1: Brown is a color and
skin has the attribute of color.
Some skins are browner than
others, and we wanted to be sure
that, on a campus of so few people with brown skin, they felt
included in the chalking
No. 2: "Brown people" is a
term often used to refer to a
community, rather than an
attribute. One of the chalkers
considers herself a brown person
and thus used the term to conjure a sense of inclusiveness and
community, not separatism or

racism.
Na 3: Brown people can
sometimes be termed in a negative context. One that is, perhaps, best used by brown people"
for brown people. However,
because the term can be so controversial when used out of context, it was placed among other
words thai have similar loaded
meanings: slut, dyke, queer,
homo, feminist, fat person, skinny person, Muslim, Republican,
etc. The point here was to call
attention to the double meaning
and the both positive and negative connotations of these words.
By the juxtaposition, we hoped
to show how a sense of community seems necessary, as such
seemingly different people can
experience similar kinds of
oppression.
Na 4: Since the chalking was
going to be read first on Sept. 11,
it was doubly important to
remind the community that we
should "Remember 9/11: Learn
from It!" This message, in combination with the messages
"Brown People are NOT the
Enemy," "Huga Muslim" and
"Learn from History: Stop Killing
Brown People," seemed (o be
clear a reminder that people
with brown skin are not the
enemy, are not terrorists and
deserve our love and respect.
Other phrases used also
caused distress among the
University community. We have
heard that some were offended
by the "Buck Fush" comment.
While we take no offense, we can
say thai the comment was
inspired by T-shirts of students
on campus thai read "Tuck
Foledo." The implication is the
same, but apparendy only one
politicized message is inappropriate. Other criticisms have
been leveled at phrases like "The
only Bush 1 trust is my own,"
however we believe these comments are equally misplaced: the
comments regarding President
Bush, Vice Presidenl Cheney
and Secretary of State Colin
Powell were inspired by College
Republican chalkings that read
"Got Bush? We do!" Again, the
connotation is the same, though
we would suggest thai our chalkings were more in line with politics thai support the rights of
individuals to determine who
has their body.
Aside from the term
"Republican," the three individuals involved are represented by
all of the terms chalked. Among
the three of us, there is al least
one queer, one dyke, one fag,

one fal person, one thin person,
one activist, one feminist, one
slut, one brown person, one
white person, one soldier, one
Muslim and one homo. These
terms were nol used in a conlext
of "naming" someone. We used
them partly in reference to ourselves as a way of reclaiming die
language and of making il our
own. The term "Republican" was
the only exception, which is why
il was (he largest chalking and
also included an extra word:
"Huga Republican, too!"
I laving given some context,
we feel it's important for some
apologies lo be made. To the students, faculty and staff of the
University who were offended by
the markings, you have our
deepest apologies. The comments chalked on campus were
made in a spirit of inclusiveness,
community, affection and
understanding. We are very saddened by the reaction of some
University members, and hope
thai with this explanation and
our deep regret al the misunderstanding, we can help to open a
dialogue that can help bring
about a larger sense of community and understanding between
all oppressed peoples on campus
Our apologies also go out to
leanette Beal. the President of
Vision, for being inaccurately
blamed for the chalking (Vision
has no responsibility for the
event) and for being forced to
push her busy schedule aside
and negotiate with the
University, even though she misquoted (the word "colored" was
not used) and misrepresenied
our actions throughout her communications to the campus
community. Finally, we would
like (o apologize to the
University staff members who
had to take time out of their busy
days, at the request of the
University, to clean some chalk
off the campus. These folks work
very hard and are very busy, the
last thing we intended was (o
cause (hem more work and grief.
Again, our apologies.
VVfe hope this letter clears up
much of the apparent ambiguity
surrounding the evenr and helps
heal wounds (hat the perception
of bigotry, racism and hare
speech can bring about We also
hope (hat the University community continues to ask critical
questions about the nature of
free expression and is engaged in
a larger discussion of respect for
one another and cooperation.

State matchup outdrew a game
involving a team that was ranked
16th in (he nation at one time
last year.
The Falcons are a much better
team than Buffalo, Central
Michigan and Kent, but let's play
Devil's Advocate. CMU, UB or
Kent ends at 11-1 and7-l in the
MAC. The Seattle Bowl is looking
for a MAC team to play against
Washington. Who will they take?
Marshall and Toledo are taken.
Who will they take? Probably the

PEOPLE

ON THE STREET

team with the best attendance.
Anyone who is not naive will
admit that attendance is
involved in a sick cycle in bigmoney, big-time college athletics. 6-6 Big 10 schools will go to a
bowl game and receive a large
paycheck over a 10-2 Bowling
Green team who happened to
not win dieir conference and can
only draw 13,906 for a game.
From there, BG will not receive
the exposure they deserve, outstanding players like losh Harris

People need to have
more compassion

What is one thing you
have found .
offensive?

CRAIG PETERSON
FRESHMAN, MARKETING

"People smoking weed
in my room."

BRANDON COX
FRESHMAN,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
"People speeding
through campus
during class change."

ROB HOLLOPETER
FRESHMAN, SPORTS
MANAGEMENT

"Getting no response
from a girl when you
say hi."

MATTZIMMER
FRESHMAN,
HOSPITALITY
MANAGEMENT

"Cops that pull vou
over for Jay walking."

will continue to be passed over
for late-season awards and die
program will continue to struggle in scheduling, recruiting and
will continue to be hampered by
financial problems
No one is expecting the BG fan
base to rival Ohio State's
overnight, but this campus, as
well as the community surrounding it, is capable of giving
its teams the support they are
worthy of.

vKHARY JACKSON
' Columnist

I have had the privilege to
be cast into this year's theatre
production of "The laramie
Project." I( is a collection of
interviews conducted with the
citizens of Laramie, Wyo. where
the murder of Matthew Shcpard
occurred in 1998. It is a theatrical reporting of whar (he (own
experienced during the aftermath of the crime. There is one
poinr when (he doctor that
operated on Matthew Shepard
was also caring for one of
Shepard's attackers, who was
injured in a separate confrontation. He felt deeply sad, no( only
for Matthew, but for the injured
attacker, as well. He saw them
both as kids, regardless of who
did what to whom. He saw
(hem as kids in pain that he had
nursed.
The significance of dlis hit
me last night while reading (he
script, and again (his morning
in an unusual scenario. This
morning in my bathroom, I
found a large black insect on the
floor lying on ils back. Il was still
moving so I knew il was alive.
Our normal lendency when
encoun(ering unpleasam looking insects is to kill them or run
away screaming like a victim in
"Scream."
It was my bathroom, so there
was no way in hell that insect
was gonna stay while I politely
left So it was a choice of life or
death. Il seemed like the insect
knew this, as it began squirming
urgently as I used a Styrofoam
cup to pick il up. And dial's
when I noticed that it only had
one leg. I have no idea how this
occurred, bul dial is why il
couldn't run away. I held i( in
front of my face and jus(
walched i( (hrash the best it
could, and if it had a voice I'm
sure il would've been screaming
My Erst idea was to put it out
of its misery, like ranchers
would a lame horse. Then for
some reason, 1 (ook the cup to
(he faucet and slowly poured
water into (he cup. The insect
appeared to be drinking the
water. It seemed like il wasn't
really ready lo die. So I went out
onto my porch and poured the
insect and the water out onto
(he grass, and walked away. I
jus( kept thinking about the
doctor's feelings in Laramie, and
how I felt watching the insect

squirm for ils life. And was the
same feeling: compassion.
And how fitting il is that all of
this comes up on Sept. 11. This
day was a day when the world
needed compassion possibly
more than any time since WWII.
II may sound hokey lo write
about compassion on (he
anniversary of our attack, bul
hey, I didn't plan thai. This was
orchestrated by higher forces
than me. Anyhow, I feel that we
as a culture do not exercise
enough compassion in our daily
lives apart from periods of
extreme violence. Even
Matthew Shepard's attack can
be seen as a convenient time lo
deal with people compassionately; it was an unjust and brutal murder that gave a heavy
blow lo our sense of openness
and tolerance. Of course we
cared about that. Bul what I am
referring to is die smaller events
thai anger us and cause some
sort of division between each
other.
We can feel sorrow for (he
starving children in Africa, bu(
we still curse out (he guy that
cuts us off in traffic. We can
send our condolences lo widows, yet hardly look twice at (he
rundown raccoon on the side of
(he road. We join hands when
our (win (owers are taken down,
I HI i when thai smelly old hobo
shuffles up to us at the comer
and asks for change, we offer a
fake smile and ignore him. What
about these times? What about
when we're betrayed by our
friends, or cheated on by our
fiances, or laughed at by
strangers when we trip down
the stairs, or are hated by someone at work without even a clue
as to why? What about when
our instructors treat us like
numbers or our students treat
us like dictators? What about
being ignored when all we wan!
to do is say we're sorry? These
are the moments that really
define our level of compassion.
That guy (ha( cut us off may
have been going to see his wife
in labor at (he hospital. That
raccoon may have been looking
for food for its children. Thai
homeless man may have been
looking for more than a quarter
maybe he just wanted a genuine smile... to know that
someone acknowledges (hat he
exists.
Everyone has a story, but few
are interested in listening We
feel this coldness burning everyday as we pass each other on
campus. I think it's about time
things warmed up.

CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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College Republicans were not
a part of campus chalking
Dan Brown
Guest Columnist
Recently, there were signs
posted and chalkings made on
campus that carried a very hateful message, while advertising
the College Republicans meetings. As the Bowling Green State
University College Republicans
Chairman, I would like to state
that these signs and chalkings
are not from the College
Republicans. V\fe do not tolerate
hatred of any kind in our club.
I was appalled that these hateful messages were written and
signs hung bearing our name.
Signs such as the ones posted
around campus can be easily
manufactured with our name
and logo, which is readily available on the Internet.
Negative chalkings have even
been directed at us before calling
us "baby killers" in reference to
the war in Iraq. Last year, we
would chalk simple advertisements for our meetings only to

find them altered later with outrageous and appalling messages.
As a club we strive to promote
political activism, Republican
and Conservative Ideals and
civic duty in city, state and country. As Republicans we believe:"
No 1: That good government is
based on the individual and that
each person's ability, dignity,
freedom, and responsibility must
be honored and recognized. No.
2: Equal rights, equal justice and
the equal opportunity for all,
regardless of race, creed, age, sex.
or national origin. No 3: We
must retain those principles
worth retaining, yet always be
receptive to new ideas with an
outlook broad enough to accommodate thoughtful change and
varying points of view. No. 4:
That Americans value, and
should preserve their feeling of
national strength and pride, and
at the same time share with people everywhere a desire for peace
and freedom and the extension
of human rights throughout the
world. No.5: That free enterprise

and the encouragement of individual initiative and incentive
have given this nation an economic system second to none.
No. & That sound money policy
should be our goal. No. 7: That
the proper function of government is to do for the people
those things that have to be done
but cannot be done, or cannot
be done as well by individuals.
No. 8: The most effective government is government closest to
the people. No. 9: Finally, that
the Republican Party is the best
vehicle for translating these
ideals into positive and successful principles of government."
Again, the College
Republicans do not tolerate
hatred. Those kinds of messages
are disgusting and are very
harmful to the campus community at Bowling Green State
University. The campus community needs to come together
to stop those responsible for
spreading hate across campus.
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LETTERS UAO needs to bring

more variety to campus

TO THE
EDITOR
Democrats
find chalking
inappropriate
As the president of the College
Democrats, I feel it is my responsibility to inform the campus
community that my organization
was not responsible for the
chalking left in reaction to the
College Republicans' sidewalk
remarks.
The College Republicans are
well within their right of free
speech, but as Ashlee Rauckhorst
pointed out, their lack of tolerance and tact is disheartening At
the same time, it is discouraging
that ignorance was countered
with ignorance.
As a liberal, I did take offense
to the comments staring me in
the face on the way to class,
especially since the comments
resonated from the same organization that claims adamant,
patriotic love for America. Like it
or not. liberals live in this country
too, and it's not just one political
party that makes the United
States the greatest country on
this Earth.
Some of my best friends,
smartest teachers, and most
respected peers are Republicans,
which is why I would never disperse the College Democrats to
slander conservatives in such a
manner. Let's promote our organizations and ideas, but let's do
so with respect
SARAKAMINSKI
STUDENT

View more articles at:
www.bgnews.com
If you are interested in
becoming part of The
BG News staff e-mail
us at
thenews® bgnews.com
or contact us at:

419-372-6966

MATTSUSSMAN
Humor Columnist
Ever notice how
'rap artists and professional athletes wear each other's
clothes? I don't even like it when
somebody wears my hat.
That keen little observation
has nothing to do with my displeasure towards UAO and their
musically challenged
Homecoming concert. I knew
coming into this year that 1
would look grimly on this
upcoming concert because I
feared it would be predominantly rap, which is actually an
acronym for "Remedial
Attempts at Poetry."
I guess I can't blame UAO.
They needed to book some
popular entertainment groups
and they picked rap artists. Why
rap? Because the alternative is
worse, which is alternative rock.
The flood of what I like to call
"promising local bands" seems
to be drowning out the classic
rock of yesteryear with a myriad
of power chords and subwoofers. Call me old fashioned,
but I prefer to hear my music,
not feel it.
I know what you may be
thinking. "This guy doesn't like
rap because he is white" Put
your fist down, Malcolm X.
There are plenty of Caucasians
on my floor who enjoy what my
friend once called "urban
hymns." Also, correct me if I'm
wrong, but isn't the most popular rap artist today a fair-skinned
gentleman? I think his name is
Marshall and he likes M&M's.
That's whack
For the second year in a row,
some of my tuition money went
to some rap artists who rhyme
about the "N-word." I feel I have
a license to whine about this.
Why do we continue to bring
the same caliber of mediocre
music to our campus? UAO
ought to mix up the funk once
in a while with an old time band
like Grand Funk Railroad. I saw
those young 'uns at the
Lenawee County Fair in
Michigan, and "The American
Band" can still play as well as
anybody. Their songs demonstrate how rock and roll was
meant to be heard. Quite
frankly, their music isn't as
whiny as today's songs.
You can make the argument
that these fossil bands should
stop touring because they
haven't had enough Metamucil
to write another album. For
most of these bands — like

Grand Funk — that is the case.
Some bands and artists, such as
Styx, are still putting out new
songs. While "Cyclorama" may
never hold a candle to "The
Grand Illusion,"'it still beats
anything by Staind. As for those
legendary rock bands that
haven't released any new CDs
except for maybe some compilation albums, they don't need
to dip their feet into the
Billboard charts. They have
already made their mark. For
bands like loumey and Lynyrd
Skynyrd (or what's left of them),
all they need to do is traverse
the country and teach the
young whipper snappers about
"Freebird" and "Separate Ways."
I have faith in my peers that,
upon audible recognition of a
quality guitar solo, they will toss
their 50 Cent albums right out
the window, unless you live in
Offenhauer, in which case you
can't I'm lenient.
Need more reason to anticipate a potential advent ofYes?
(Yes, I said Yes) Aside from seeing burned out rock stars, you
can also witness burned out
rock fans At county fairs this is
the most noticeable. At the
Grand Funk concert, the icing
on the cake to hearing "Rock
and Roll Soul" was a balding
man in his forties with a Fu
Manchu moustache and a wife
beater rockin' out like Nixon
was in office. That is much funnier, not to mention healthier
for the brain, than watching
annoying high school sophomores as they drop their silver
cell phones and temporary
licenses in the sheer excitement
of their favorite cookie-cutter
pop band taking the stage. It's
also better than listening to the
lyrics concocted by these rap
artists who make up words
because they can't think of anything that rhymes with "sizzle,"
which, according to my
spellchecker, is actually a word.
Regardless of what this
"humor" columnist thinks, the
show will go on. On October
4th, Nappy Roots wfl] open for
the Black Eyed Peas, who don't
even sound appetizing. Some
promising local band might
open for both of them, then
return to work the concession
stands. In any case, UAO
dropped the ball by not only
failing to book a legendary
band, but also ignoring my recommendation last year to book
Da Vinci's Notebook, a comedy
a capella quartet, for this year.
How dare they ignore a lone
insane writer and instead
appeal to the masses!

Are you looking for some advice?
E-mail concerns to Th» BG New* at thenews@bgnews.com.
Our advice column will start appearing tomorrow.

CAMAtH MUMAH -Tom Ju^ii
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DAYTON DAILY NEWS PUBLISHER TO RETIRE

www.bgnews.com/nation

Brad

Tillson. publisher of the Dayton I )aily News tor 15 years and

STATE

president ofCoxOhio Publishing will retire from both positions at the end of the year. I Inder his leadership, the newspaper was awardi'd (he Pulitzer Prize in 1998 for national
reporting for a series of stories that found most safeguards

protecting civilians from medical malpriactice

Wedding recalls
rites of 200 years ago

Items being sold to mark
100th anniversary of flight
HPff RIGHT

By William M. Holmes
■-.

.

1003
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RALEIGH, N.C — Custom
engraved titles, solid gold watch
e& embroidered teddy bears and
a 1999 Cabernet Sauvignon, rhej
don't have anything in common
except a price tag and a label
marked with the outline "i a
familiar double winged aircraft.
Phej are some ol the hundreds
of commemorative items being

CENTENNIAL

I he foundation has nearly 50
Icensees, Young said. And while a
collection that includes flight
jackets, wine and jigsaw DUSKS
may sound complete, they plan
to add a few more.

'"There's a lot of collectors out

there," Young sakL
licensees pay an average Ol II)
percent of their sales to the foundation lor the privilege of selling
knives or l-shirls with ils I irsl
flight logo, a drawing of the
familiar photograph of the Wright
llyer taking off Dec. 17, 1903,
backed by a sunburst
When practical, the companies
must tell a little bit of the storj ol

sold to mark (his year's I IMttli

anniversary ol the Wright brothels' lirsi powered Bight near Kitty
Hawk. Wilbur and Orville Wright
invented and developed their airplanes in their hometown ot
Dayton. Ohio.
Fund-raisers trying to help
finance Decembers anniversary
celebration at Wright Brothers
Memorial Park arc relying on a
cut from the sales of the products
emblazoned with the I irsi Plight
logo
So far, the Ihsi Flight
t entennial Foundation, one ol
several agencies helping to pay
for ilic celebration, has reaped
f 2 i,000 in royalties. That doesn'l
include the proceeds from 1.5
million official I irsl l-liglu nuns
issued bj the US. Mint, which
goes direct!) to the federal park
for improvements and programs.
Executive director L.E "Feng"
Norton said foundation officials
predict they will ultimately collect
$300,000 iroin licensing agreements.
I hey \vtil spend some of [Ire
monej for a six-day celebration
ofdie first flight's Dec. I7anniversary and some lor permanent
improvements to the park at Kill
Devil Hills.
The foundation hopes ro raise

,i total ol S."i million, meaning roj

11 I think people want to touch a
hide more of their American spir-

die Wright hrothcrs. Most have
Karen lam V I

FIRST FLIGHT: L.F. Ferg Norton, executive director of First Flight,
talks. Aug. 18, 2003 about items being sold to mark this year's
100th anniversary of the Writhgt brothers' first powered flight.
aim s will cover insi t> percent ol
iheii costs. But In this dine of corporate belt-tightening and a
foundering airline industry, fundraisers welcome every hit of it.
"In the very beginning, there
was an idea (hat there could be a
merchandising
program."
Ferguson said "it was never envisioned that ii could he so big. We
didn't wain the celebration to be
so commercial"
But it became apparent that little help would lx' forthcoming
from airlines, which had been
expected to donate generously to
lirsi Bight events across the country. With those and other corporalions mired In bankruptcies and
layoffs, and unable to kick in a
tew hundred thousand dollars for

a high-profile party, licensing
provided a solution.
"It's a positive program. It's
something that we're pleased
with,'' Norton said. "I can't think
of any negative pan of it."
The foundation lias hired
Uremia Conner Young, a licensing
agent who works out ol Nashville.
I ei in..Incoordinate the program.
In many cases, recruitment
was
simple.
Companies
approached the foundation with
proposals, hoping for permission
to plaster the logo ol the event on
their merchandise, Young said.
"I think people like to be a pan
of history," she said. "It is
Americana and with what's been
happening since the war and 9-

SO CLOSE

some artistic interpretation of the
history of flight; the licensed
(eddy hears are adorned wilh an
embroidered replica ol the Wright

memorial being buzzed bj a
Wright llyci.
We didn't want just want
somebody to stick the logo on
something," Young said. "We're
Irving to help create recognition
ol the Wright monument."
Wend) Lofgren, vice president
of Mill Street iX'signs based in
Bridgeport, I'a.. said her compart) spei ializesin items ued to historic events and places. Mill
Street makes alghans, pillows,
ton- hags and accessories.
We're probably already one of
the only companies that does
anything historical. Our take on it
was we already had that customer in a lol of ways," she said
Ils turned out lo be a good lit. It
turned out to lie a good relationship."

Will Shilling W Pliolo

BICENTENNIAL WEDDING: Nicholas, left, and Laura Briggs are
showered with flower petals after their 1803 Bicentennial wedding in Marysville, Ohio. Saturday.
1H( ASSOCIMED

PBESS

Ohio - The
bride wasn't the only one wearing a frilly outfit at a marriage
ceremony designed to look like
the weddings of 200 years ago.
The groom, Nick Briggs. won
white lace as part of his attire.
The 2 inches of lace were on the
cuffs of his shirt.
"My friends all said it would be
hard to imagine Mr. Race-Car
Driver getting married in lace."
Ilriggs said. "I've taken some
serious teasing about all this."
briggs
and
Laura
Chamberlain were mat lied
Saturday at U'gion I'ark at a ceremony celebrating the state's
bicentennial.
They had already planned lo
marry
next
year
when
Chamberlain saw an ad in the
local newspaper seeking applicants to be Union County's
bicentennial wedding couple
and marry al the park in a public. 1803-sryle ceremony,
"I was only kidding when I
mentioned that it would be fun
to have a wedding like thai." the
23-year-old researcher said. "Bui
my mom look il seriously and
convinced me to apply. And the
rest, as they say. is history."
Ohio
Bicentennial
Commission officials say the
wedding is likely the only event
of ils kind lo be staged as the
stale celebrates its 200th birthMAHVS\HIT:.

day.
A Union County Bicentennial
Wedding Committee of lo
planned the nuptials — with ibe
couple's help — during monthly
meetings since lanuary.
About 300 relatives and
friends joined nearly 200 community residents — many in
period costumes — for the ceremony on a tree-lined hillside.
The bride's mother, Cathy
Chambedain, made the historically accurate attendants' dresses and the bride's white-muslin
and periwinkle-chifTon gown.
Planners tried to be as true to
the IHOOs as they could, said
committee chairwoman Kalhy
Chapman. Other than the minislers' microphones, a dry-erase
board posting updates on the
Ohio Stale-North Carolina State
football score was the only Ihing
out of place.
The bride and her father
arrived in a horse-drawn carriage. Guests in period clothing
were given preferred sealing.
I nured wagons aird a log cabin
completed the backdrop.
"I quickly realized this would
be a much bigger deal than I
thought," she said "When they
started talking about 500 or
I ,(KK) people coming to my wedding, I thought 1 might faint
before I made il down the aisle."

UNITED CHRISTIANS FELLOWSHIP
Value* in Caiitemporaiy Tilin Series; THE MATRIX
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Ki'rfi/i Out,

tAMV jOffjy,

a justice-based student organization, invites
you and your friends to come together once a month to watch
films with a critical eye focused on the values interwoven in the
stories portrayed. How do the various characters seem to view
"right" and wrong"? What sorts of conflicts mi%e when people
hold different values in various social situations? How might
people live In right, relationships with one another and the earth,
with peace and justice, when values differ. How do we clarify our
own values and become more aware of the value conflicts at
play in our own relationships with others?
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There are no "right" or "wrong" answers her*! Just an opportunity to watch movies, engage in critical thinking, and share our
thoughts and reflections with each Other in a safe.
nun judgmental, affirming atmosphere.
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BIG WIN: OHIO STATE GETS BIG OVERTIME WIN AGAINST NC STATE, PLAYS BG NEXT. PAGE 8

MONDAY

Men's Golf

September 15,
2003

Monday Miiesday,
John Piper Intercollegiate

Volleyball
Tuesday
vs. Oakland at 7 p.m.

www.bgnews.com/sports

Wednesday

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

vs. Valparaiso at 7 p.m.

Saturday
at Ohio State at 7 p.m.

Women's Soccer
Wednesday
at Detroit at 4 p.m.

Friday
vs. Akron at 4 p.m.

By lason A. Dixon

Wednesday

SPORTS REPORTER

vs. Wright State at 3 p.m.

Men's Soccer
Friday
vs. San Diego St. |at Las Vegasl
at 5 p.m.

Sunday
atUNLVat2p.m

Cross Country
Saturday
at Toledo at 10:15 a.m.

Football
Saturday
at Ohio State at noon.

BG NEWS
SPORTS
BRIEFING
Women's golf team
finishes third
The women's golf team finished third in the 2003 Falcon
Fall Invitational. The team had
a score of 630, which came in
11 strokes behind Grand Valley
State, who won the tournament.
Individually for the Falcons,
lenny Schnipke led the way
with a score of 148, which was
good enough for third place in
the individual scores. The first
place winner was Mara
Mazzoni of Oakland, who had
a 36 hole score of 147.
The men's team began the
lohn Pier Collegiate yesterday,
with the tournament will continue through tomorrow.

Browns
fall prey
to Lewis
in 33-13
defeat
By David Mn
THE

Football hammers Flames

ASSOCIATED PRESS

BALTIMORE
—
The
Baltimore Ravens gave lamal
Lewis the football, as promised,
and he delivered on a pledge in
setting a single-game NFL
record with 295 yards rushing.
Lewis' incredible performance, which included two
touchdowns, led Baltimore past
the Cleveland Browns 33-13
Sunday.
He would have had a third
score and surpassed 300 yards if
not for a holding penalty on
Marcus Robinson during a 60yard run in the first half.
"On a day like today, I cant
regret anything," said Lewis,
who averaged a whopping 9.8
yards on his 30 carries. "It was
beautifuL"
Lewis ran for an 82-yard
touchdown on the second play
from scrimmage, added a 63yard touchdown in the fourth
quarter and broke the record
with a 3-yard run with 655 left.
He shattered the single-game
mark held by Corey Dillon of
Cincinnati, who ran for 278 yards
onOtt 22,2000, again Denver
LEWIS, PAGE 8

Imagine a game where everything seems to go right and all
your calls seem to work to perfection.
Imagine a game where one
team establishes its superiority
by the end of the first quarter.
Imagine a game where players are already talking about next
weekend's date with Ohio State
midway through the third quarter.
If you were a part of Bowling
Green's 62-3 victory over Liberty
on Saturday you didn't have to
imagine these things at all, as the
Falcons cruised to their ninth
consecutive victory at Doyt Perry
Stadium.
"None," head coach Gregg
Brandon said when asked if he
had any complaints about the
game. "I thought our offensive
performed at a high level in the
first half. Defensively, they hit us
with a couple of things we hadn't
seen in a while ... but we never
let them in the game"
BG wasted little time getting
on the scoreboard when quarterback Josh Harris dove in from
the 1-yard line at the 12:07 mark
to cap off a 10 play 80 yard drive.
On the ensuing kickoff, cornerback Keon Newson recovered an I '.rick Harris fumble, and
before it could begin you knew
the end wouldn't come soon
enough.
Cornerback lanssen Patton
took his first career rushing
attempt 23 yards down the sideline on the first play, which set up
Harris' second rushing touchdown to give the Falcons a 13-0
lead before the missed extra
point.
The Flames' lone points came
from Scott Kiovsky's 27 yard field
goal, which was set up by a flea
flicker that went 51 yards
Harris went 8-for-10 with 128
yards and ended his night with a

SACKED: Matt Leininger comes up with a sack of Liberty in BG's 62-3 win over the Flames. It was the team's third consecutive win this
season. BG plays Ohio State next week in Columbus.
play that solidified his elusiveness, avoiding defenders and
rolling to the right to find Cole
Manger for a 39-yard touchdown.
Running Back RJ, Pope's 51yard scamper, which was part of
his 162-yard career-high performance and Magner's 20-yard
touchdown reception from
Omar Jacobs gave the Falcons a

34-3 lead with 5:31 left in the first
half.
Jacobs scored from the 5-yard
line to give BGa41-3goinginto
halftime.
The only scoring done in the
third quarter was on a 65-yard
screen pass from lacobs to running back Raishaun Stover, who
also chipped in with a 15-carry
94-yard rushing performance.

BG wins one, ties
one in weekend set
By Kevin Shields
SPORTS REPORTER

It was the type of weekend
Bowling Green soccer coach
Andy Richards' team needed as
they got some of the breaks
they were looking for, to earn a
tie and their first win on the
year.
They played to a 2-2 tie on
Friday
against
Central
Michigan and got their first win
of the year yesterday against
Cincinnati, 1-0.
In Friday's game the Falcons
started out slow against the
Chippewas, but picked up their
play 11 minutes in as Carrie
Richards scored her second
goal of the season when her
shot trickled by Central goalie
Kari Alexander to give the
Falcons a 1-0 lead.
The Falcons controlled most
of the play through the first half
and kept the ball in Central's
zone. Ali Shingler made key
saves throughout the half as the
Falcons took a 1-0 lead to the
hat£
To begin the second half, the
Chippewas once again got off
to a quick start and tied up the
game 16 minutes into the half
with a goal by Stacy Downing.
Nikki Pucillo helped the
Falcons regain the lead at the
midway point of the half with
an over the shoulder kick to
teammate Samantha Meister,
who put it in an open net to
give the Falcons a 2-1 edge.
During the last half of the
game, the Falcons had missed

lacobs, who threw 180 yards
on 10-for-15 passing, found Will
Myles for his first career touchdown and Stover used a 15-yard
touchdown run to provide an
exclamation point with 6:29 left
in the game.
Liberty could only produce to
249 yards of total offense and the
Falcons held Dru Barnes- the
Flames all-time leading rusher-

Running game
leads BG in win
over Liberty
By Eltatt Schreiner
SPORTS REPORTER

SLIDE: Samantha Meister slides against a Central Michigan
defender Friday afternoon. BG tied the Chippewas.
scoring opportunities and
chances.
However,
the
Chippewas took advantage of
one their breaks and got a goal
with 8:55 left in the game by
Rachel Snyder to tie the game
at two
The game then went into
two overtimes and ended in a
2-2 tie. Scoring opportunities
came up in both overtimes, but
fatigue took hold of both teams
in the end.
"WE really deserved to win

this game, I mean I think we
were the better and had more
scoring
opportunities,"
Richards said. "VVfe just needed
a little extra heart at times, but
it was a pleasing performance
and they played hard for two
hours."
Yesterday the Falcons earned
their first win of the year in a
defensive battle
against
Cincinnati.
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to 43 yards on 11 carries.
"We never let them into them
into the end/one, that was
impressive on the defensive
side." Brandon said. "We got to
play a lot of kids on both sides of
the ball, which is great that we
were able to do that and still
function at a pretty high level."

One concern many Bowling
Green fans may have had coming into Saturday's game against
Liberty was that the Falcons
would look past the Flames.
With a against Ohio State up
next, it was easy to see why this
concern may arise.
But with some key performances from some rising young
players, the Falcons had no trouble with the Flames, extinguishing them 62-3.
"I think the theme for this
week was to not have a letdown,"
BG running back R|. Pope said.
Pope is one of the many
Falcons that stepped up his
game. He had top notch night
with 162 yards rushing and a 51yard touchdown, both of which
were career highs
"RJ. had a great night," coach
Gregg Brandon said. "V\fe didn't
expect that from him."
Pope had a different feeling
about his stellar performance.
"I expected it," he said. "The
running game started clicking, it
was about time."
Pope wasn't the only Falcon
who used the running game to
his advantage. While Pope was
the benefactor of a refreshed
running game in the first half, it
was Raishaun Stover who got the
beneficial totes in the second
half.
The first-year running back

used his clean-up duty to the
fullest of his advantage, running
for 94 yards and a touchdown to
go with a 65-yard touchdown
catch. Both numbers for Stover
were career highs.
"Raishaun
showed
up
tonight," Brandon said. "He
played a great game and he was
really tough to tackle."
Another Falcon who stepped
into the spotlight was backup
quarterback Omar lacobs, who
has used his time late in games to
gain experience.
lacobs finished the game
throwing for 180 yards and three
touchdowns I le nished for 35
yards and a touchdown.
And while the offense relied on
great individual performances to
light up the scoreboard, the
defense used a team effort to
silence their Division 1-AA opponents
"They hurt us with some deep
play action," Brandon said. "But
it was impressive that we never
let them in the endzone and still
lunctioned at a high level in the
second half."
After the impressive victory, all
eyes are now locked directly on
this week's matchup with the
defending national champions.
"1 just told our team that we
are about to embark on the
biggest week in Bowling Green
football history," Brandon said.
"So buckle it up."
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Lewis
follows
through
IEWIS.FR0MPAGE7

During a phone call with
Cleveland linebacker Andra
Davis earlier in the week. Lewis
said he would break the record
if given 30 carries — twice as
many as one week earlier in a
34-15 loss to Pittsburgh.
"Andra told me he wanted me
to get the ball 30 times. I told
him if I get the ball 30 times it's
going to be a career day," Lewis
said. "I'm not going to say 1 predicted it. It was lucky."
Lewis, who missed the entire
2001 season with a torn knee
ligament, had 100 yards by his
second carry Sunday and was at
180 yards by halftime
"I was going in at halftime
when (Ravens tackle) Jonathan
Ogden said, 'Let's go get it. We
can get 300 yards,"' Lewis said.
Said Ogden: "I figured if he
broke the record we'd get the
win."
The Ravens (1-1) spoke all
week about the importance of
using Lewis more, especially
since the tailback shredded
Cleveland for 187 yards in a
game last October.
The Browns knew he was
coming, but were powerless
against him.

Shingler
gets first
career
shutout
SOCCER, FROM PAGE 7

Once again the Falcons got off
to a slow start as Cincinnati had
a 6-0 shot advantage at the
halfway point of the first half.
Shingler had two saves in the
first half to keep the game scoreless.
To begin the final half, the
Falcons started getting opportunities to score and penetrated
the Bearcats' defense.
lust 12 minutes into the half,
Kristy Coppes got her second
goal and the team's biggest goal
of the season when Pucillo hit
her on a pass, which she
slipped past Bearcat goalie
Sherry Slye to give her team a 1 Olead.
The rain started coming
down in the final 20 minutes of
the game as the teams kept the
play in the middle of the field
and gave up few scoring
chances. The Bearcats ended
with only 11 shots and the
Falcons with only three but
held on to win their first of the

year 1-0.
Shingler earned her first
career shutout with 2 saves on
the game.
"The signs have been there
that a victory was coming and it
feels wonderful to win finally
and get the pressure off of us,"
said Richards. Their next game
will be Wednesday at Detroit at
4 p.m.

Buckeyes survive Wolipack
By Rusty Miller
1MI

ASS0CIAIE D PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — North
Carolina State quarterback
Philip Rivers wiped the sweat
from his brow and then smiled.
"That was the funnest game
I've ever been in," Rivers said,
pained by Saturday's 44-38
triple-overtime loss at Ohio State
and at the same time excited by
the game in which he had just
played such a large role.
Craig Krenzel hit Michael
lenkins on a 7-yard scoring pass
in the third overtime and Ohio
State made a goal-line stand to
ultimately end the Wolfpack's
comeback from a 24-7 fourthquarter deficit.
"What a great football game
we witnessed today," Ohio State
coach Jim Tressel said.
Tressel ought to know. The
Buckeyes won the national
championship with a doubleovertime 31-24 victory over
Miami in the Fiesta Bowl on Jan.
3. Moreover, three of Ohio State's
last six games have gone beyond
regulation — and they've won
them all.
"Our guys never stop playing.
They never stop believing they
have a chance," said Tressel,
whose team fell two spots to No.
5 in the latest AP poll following
another close game. "College
overtime is extraordinary. It's
great football."
It was the first overtime game
in 81-year-old Ohio Stadium,
coming in the old gray horseshoe's 472nd intercollegiate
game.
Will Allen barreled into
Wolfpack
tailback
TA
McLendon on fourth-and-goal,
lowering his left shoulder to stop
McLendon just inches from the
end zone as the defending
national champion Buckeyes (30) won their 17th consecutive

game.
It took several moments for
the officials to determine
McLendon had not crossed the
goal line. When they finally signaled that he had not, the
Buckeyes wildly ran around the
field, tossing their helmets in the
air in celebration.
"I saw an opening. I don't
know who hit me, but I fell with
my arms in the air," McLendon
said. "I think I have it every play,
but 1 guess I didn't here."
McLendon lay where he fell,
surrounded by teammates and
coaches. Some protested to the
officials as they left the field.
North Carolina State (1-2)
trailed 24-7 with just over 8 minutes remaining in regulation but
scored on its next three possessions to force overtime.
"We let up," Ohio State defensive lineman Will Smith said.
"Everybody got complacent in
this game when it was 24-7 in the
fourth quarter. Everybody said,
'Oh, this game's over."'
Rivers, who completed 36 of
52 passes for 315 yards and four
touchdowns with two intercepCns Putmin AP Photo
tions, led the charge. He found
Jerricho Cotchery on a 9-yaid BIG WIN: Ohio State quaterback Craig Krenzel and split end Drew Carter jump on tight end Ryan
score, A.J. Davis picked off Hamby as the referee signals Hamby's second overtime touchdown against North Carolina State
Krenzel's pass, and Adam Kiker
kicked a 24-yard field goal with
5:51 left to cut the lead to 24-17.
They did. On third-and-3 at keeper before both teams took
North Carolina State pulled hit Ryan Hamby over the middle
to assess the fourtheven on Rivers' 5-yard scoring on a 2-yard pass to tie it once the 7, Krenzel faked a handoff to timeouts
down play from just outside the 1.
pass to T.J. Williams with 21 sec- again. Krenzel completed 26 of Lydell Ross and found Jenkins
With four receivers split wide,
36 passes for 273 yards and between two defenders.
onds left.
The Wolfpack benefited from McLendon took a pitch from
Ohio State needed four plays career highs of four touchdowns Ohio
State mistakes on their final Rivers and cut back off left tackle.
to score in the first overtime, with and three interceptions.
In the third overtime, Krenzel possession. The Buckeyes — He made contact with lineKrenzel connecting with Ben
backer A.J. Hawk, but it was
Hartsock on a 10-yard pass. The took a moment to speak to his who had five turnovers and 129 Allen's shoulder that prevented
penalty yards — were flagged for
Wolfpack countered with Rivers teammates in the huddle.
"That's one of the reasons we offsides, facemasking and defen- him from tying the game.
hitting Tramain Hall for the score
"I just reacted to the football,"
holding as the Wolfpack
on second-and-goal from the 17. come here — it's the tradition sive
Allen said. "I had to get off of a
moved to a first down at the 4.
, In the second overtime, and the type of games you're
Rivers kept for 2 yards, then his block and had to stop him. It felt
McLendon's
pitch-sweep going to play in," Krenzel said. "I
around right end gave the brought that up and said, 'Let's pass for Hall was wide. Rivers great to make the hit."
picked up a half-yard on another
Wolfpack the lead before Krenzel go do our jobs."'

Volleyball splits BGSU Invitational

Ben Swinger BG News

DEFENSE: BG player Melissa Mohr defends during this weekend's
BGSU Invittational. BG split the matches.
By Jason A Oixon
SP0RIS REPORTER

The Bowling Green volleyball
team was not thrashing themselves after being swept by
Murray State Friday.
Instead, the Falcons used
sophisticated counterattacking
to upstage Iowa State on
Saturday in a classic five-set victory,
ending the BGSU
Invitational with its third straight

Are you gambling
with your career?

2-1 tournament record of the
season.
"That match against Iowa
State and the way played realty
showed me a lot about this team,
head coach DeniseVan DeWalle
said. "It was really important for
us to play well after the way we
performed against."
"We kept saying in the
pregame that it was all about our
execution and performance. I

was also trying to instill them the
freedom to fail, to not be afraid to
make mistakes," she said. They
really responded and during our
timeouts ... 1 just kept telling
them that we need to beat Iowa
State"
BG took the first two sets
behind 40 kills compared to only
20 by the Cyclones, while holding them to a .116 hitting percentage. But the Falcons knew
they were going to see a different
team in the third set.
"The team felt really good
about the first sets and I thought
they looked outstanding, Van De
Walle said. "They were playing to
win the tournament, so we knew
Iowa State was going to come
back out and compete."
Two consecutive kills by Twite
gave the Falcons a 15-8 advantage and forced ISU to call a
timeout at the outset.
The Cyclones (8-3) responded
with a 16-11 that pulled them to
within two, 24-26, prompting BG
to call a timeout.
ISU tied the game at 26-26 and
the two teams matched one
another point-for-point up to 29,
until an attack error and a kill by
Katie Kruenegel gave the
Cyclones a 31 -29 victory.
After falling behind 21-15 in

the fourth set, BG closed the gap
to 26-24 following a timeout.
One of Susie Norris' 18 kills
brought the Falcons to within
one at 29-28, but a block at the
net sent the match to a fifth set.
"When we switched sides I
was pretty confident about our
chances to win the fifth set," Van
De Walle said. "They had the
momentum, but we just tried to
remember what we talked
about."
The momentum quickly
swung toward BG after taking 30.
An error would make the score
6-5, but that was as close the
Cyclones would get as the
Falcons (6-3) closed the set with
a 12-3 run, handing ISU their
only loss of the tournament.
The character that BG displayed against ISU can be attributed to the high and the low that
they faced on the opening day of
the tournament
"1 think going through both
experiences on Friday really
helped us," Twite said. "We just
knew we wanted to come out
play better."
In the first match on Friday,
the Falcons took out West
Virginia (1 -8) in three sets (30-22,
30-26,30-23).

The Falcons were led by Sara
Sikorski and Amber Mareski,
who combined for 58 set assists.
BG had six players produced
double-digit kill performances,
led by Norris' 15.
Later that evening Murray
State handed the Falcons their
only shortcoming during the
weekend, but despite being
outscored 60-36 in the first two
sets BG showed signs of life.
The Falcons fell behind 11 -4 in
the third set, but rallied to tie the
game at 17-17.
Melissa Mohr's kill then gave
BG their first lead of the set and
they used the momentum to
surge ahead, 23-19.
The Falcons withstood a run
by the Racers that tied the set at
23-23 and took a 29-28 lead,
however, MSU scored five of the
final eight points to provide the
final score.
"I think we underestimated
Murray State a little," Twite said.
The BGSU invitational culminated with Mohr and Twite being
named to the all-toumament
team.
The Falcons host Oakland
Tuesday at 7 p.m. and return to
Anderson Arena Wednesday to
face Valparaiso.

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW!
EFFICIENCIES
1 Bedrooms

2 Bedrooms

Just be sure you
have a winning
hand!

ON CAMPUS
September 16
9 am - 2 pm
&
September 17
1 pm - 5 pm
8 Career Services
Deal yourself in on a wlnnlnq career by
calling 419-891 -6820 or by contacting
Steve Elch at detlsie@ups.com or
laml Rosier at iamllee@ibgnet.bgsu.edu

Furnished
and
Unfurnished
Units
with
Several
Locations
Available
JOHN NEWIOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooeter Street, Bovottn* Green. OH
Located Acme From laco BeD.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-3200.
Hour* ■ Monday to Friday 8:30 to SiSO.
Saturday - SiSO to 5:00.
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MASSIVE TYPHOON HITS SEOUL, KILLS 72
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — A typhoon lashed coastal
South Korea with a fury unseen In a century, lifting
shipping containers in the air, toppling gigantic cranes
and flipping an evacuated cruise ship. Seventy-two
people were killed and two dozen others feared dead,
officials said yesterday.

www.bgnews.com/world
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Killing Arafat
a possibility deemed unacceptable

ISRAKLI PALESTINIAN CONFLKT

By Mohammed D»ragtimeh
!Hi ASSOCIATED PUCSS

RAMALLAH, West Bank—The
second-ranking official in the
Israeli government said yesterday
that killing Yasser Arafat is an
option, as thousands of
Palestinians took to the streets
across the West Bank and Gaza
Strip promising to protect their
leader.
Israel blames Arafat for blocking peace efforts and preventing a
crackdown against militants who
have carried out two suicide
bombings in the last week.
Vice Prime Minister Ehud
Olmert said yesterday that killing
Arafat is a possibility — along
with expelling him or keeping
him in a siege that would "isolate
him from the world." Olmert's
comments have not been part of
any official government statement.
Olmert's comments appeared
aimed at sending signals to other
Palestinian leaders to abandon
Arafat. Olmert, considered a likely
future candidate for premier, is
the closest official to Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon to say outright that Arafat might be killed.
"Arafat can no longer be a factor in what happens here,"
Olmert told Israel Radio.
"Expulsion is certainly one of the
options, killing is also one of the
options."
Secretary of State Colin Powell
said Israel would incite rage
among Arabs and Muslims everywhere by exiling or killing Arafat.
"The Israelis know our position
quite well," Powell told Tox News
Sunday" during a visit to Iraq.

"The United States does not support either the elimination of him
or the exile of Mr. Arafat"
Olmert's comments underscored the collapse of the U.S.backed "road map" peace plan
and the depths to which IsraeliPalestinian relations have sunk a
decade after Arafat and thenPremier Yitzhak Rabin agreed on
the first Israel-PLO accords in
September 1993.
In a sign that Israelis were
bending on other U.S. demands,
Israeli security officials said
Sharon has decided not to build,
for now, a section of security barrier that would have dipped deep
into the West Bank to incorporate
lewish settlements in the center
of territory that Palestinians want
for a state.
The previously intended route
of the
barrier
enraged
Palestinians, who saw it as a land
grab, and was strongly opposed
by the United States.
The plan to erect a security barrier between Israel and the West
Bank is popular in Israel as a way
to block suicide bombers. No
Palestinian bombers have come
from the Gaza Strip, which is
fenced.
Israel has completed about 90
miles of the West Bank barrier,
whose fences, trenches, razor
wire and concrete walls could
eventually run more than 400
miles, depending on the ultimate
route.
Palestinian legislator Saeb
Erekat, meanwhile, condemned
Olmert's statements as "the
behavior and actions of a mafia
and not a government"

look like this," said Hegel Goutier,
a spokesman for a grouping of
CANCUN, Mexico — The African, Caribbean and Pacific
Wforld Trade Organization issued nations.
EU Agriculture Franz Fischler
a draft resolution Saturday to
force member countries to cut said the bloc was still unwilling to
farm subsidies, but it didn't go as set a date for the final elimination
far as many developing nations of all export subsidies, but that
have demanded and some called the paper overall was "a basis we
are ready to work with, even
it unacceptable.
All 146 members of the global though it adds serious headache
trade organization were review- to the stomach ache we already
ing the proposal, and were sched- had."
Canada, which had been one of
uled to discuss and amend it
through Sunday. The final docu- the strongest proponents of a
ment — put together by the complete end to export subsidies,
meeting's chairman, Mexican said the text was acceptable.
In a statement, U.S. Trade
Foreign Secretary Luis Ernesto
Derbez — could have a major Representative Robert Zoellick
impact on the world's farm trade. said there are "positive elements
Developing countries, led by and there are other elements we
Brazil, India and China, asked for will work to improve and clarify."
the elimination of all subsidies for He did not elaborate.
"Now comes the crucial give
goods being exported, and major
cuts in subsidies for domestic and take toward a final docufarm products. But the proposal ment," he said.
Four African nations that proappeared to stop short of what
duce cotton had been asking the
they asked.
The document does not set a WTO to ban cotton subsidies,
date for the elimination of export saying farmers couldn't compete
subsidies and offers smaller with their counterparts in rich
reductions than the developing nations despite lower production
countries had demanded of the costs. The draft didn't give them
much either.
domestic payments.
"It's pretty lousy," said Nicolas
"The document is very far from
addressing the points we want- lmboden, an adviser to the goved," said Brazilian Foreign ernment of Benin. "They're buyMinister Celso Amorim, speaking ing time."
Security was stepped up at the
only for Brazil, "I think we have a
convention center where the
lot of negotiation ahead of us."
The proposal "has arbitrarily meeting was being held.
Guards searched the bags of
disiegarded views and concerns
expressed by us," said Indian reporters and nonprofit organizations' members, confiscating
Commerce Minister Arun laitley.
Other developing countries anything that seemed to have an
were harsher. "For the credibility anti-WTO slant
of the WTO, the final text can't
By Haomi Koppel

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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CELEBRATION: Above, a Korean anti-war activist celebrates
with Mexican workers after the WTO conference ended without
any agreement yesterday. Below, anti-WTO activists carry flowers
during a ceremony in memory of Lee Kyung-Hae.

Travel

BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY
Cruise with 100s Of Students On
The Largest & Wildest Student Party
Cruise! Spend 5 Oays
In The Bahamas From $279!
Includes Most Meals.
Free Parties, Port Taxes!
Ethics Award Winning Company!

www, springB rflaKTravflLcoiTi

1-800-678-6386

Classified Ads

372-6977

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices. Book
Now! Campus Reps Wanted. 1-800234-7007. endlesssummertours.com

Costa Rica Tropical Biology
Eco-tour/course. Winter Break Dec.
28-Jan. 12. Earn 4 Biology sem, hrs.
Contact Dr. Demars (440) 953-7147
email bdemars@lakelandcc.edu.

"Reality" Spring Break 2004
As seen in
"The Real Cancun" Movie!
Lowest Prices, Free Meals &
Parties. Book before Oct. 15th!
2 Free Trips For Groups!
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtourt.com

The BG News will not knowingly accept
advertisements that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race.
ae». color, creed, religion, national origin, sesual orientation, disability, status
as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected tutus.
The BG New* reserves the right lo
decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as those found to be
defamatory flacking in factual basil,
misleading or false in nature. All advertisements are subject lo editing and
approval
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Student Discount

AXQ AXQ A.\<_2 A.V.2 A\<> A\L_> A.V.2 A.V.2 AV.2

Experience the fun that is

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

The sisters of AXQ would love to meet you during Open Recruitment!
A
Monday @ 8:30-9:30pm and 9:30-10:30pm
«W
s
Tuesday @ 8:30-9:30pm and 9:30-10:30pm
***»v,
iSc» °
sS
Wednesday @ 8:30-9:30pm and 9:30-10:30pm
0ie
WE LOOK FOWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE!
The AXQ House is healed across from Mac, directly behind the Shuttle Stop.
If you have any Questions, please call Angela ® 353-3461

\V2 W.2 AV.2 \V2 \V2 AV.2 \V2 AV2 \V2

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Travel

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Collections Administrative Assistant
Contact Jeff Roberts. Collection Mgr
419-833-3401 for more information.

Overnight child care needed
for 9/19 and other dates
372-7335

The Daily Crossword Fix HA^D
'brought to you by

SuringJiig
looked up with Free Trips. Cash
and VIP Status as a Campus Rep!
Choose (rom 15 ot the hottest destinations. Book early tor FREE
MEALS. FREE DRINKS and 150°°
Lowest Price Guarantee* To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www studentcity.com or Call 1888-SPRINGBREAK!
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. Ameri:as #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps Group discounts'
900-648-4849 or www slstravel com
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now1
www.Sunchase com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today1

Services Offered
Basic WICCA class
Starts Ocl 4
www.geocities com/spottedredhead
Need a Iresh start reguardless of
credit status? Consolidate your
debts Call Credit Union One
toll tree 866-475-8024
Pregnant? Know all the (acts
Confidential, free testing & support.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Cavalier male 40 seeks female compassionship 2andy@toast net. 419335-6665 419-335-3555 Surprise
INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL GRANTS
International Travel Grant Application Forms are now available in the
Education Abroad Office 1110 Offenhauer West Undergraduate students with financial need who plan
lo study abroad during spring 2004
are eligible lo apply The deadline
lor this competition is September 30
at 5:00 pm Call 372-0479 with questions
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALLSEPT 17
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
WOMEN'S & COREC FLAG
FOOTBALL- SEPT 16
INTRAMURAL OFFICALS NEEDED
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE HOME
TEST AND APPLICATION BY
SEPT 22 FORMS AVAILABLE
FROM 130 PFH OR CHECK WEB
SITE MANDATORY CLINICS ON
SEPT 23 24 AND 25.
Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com
The Biggest "Back To School Poster
Sale'. The biggest and best 'selec
lion Choose from over 2000 differ
ent images FINE ART. MUSIC
MODELS. MOVIE POSTERS. HU
MOR, ANIMALS. BLACK LIGHT
SCIENCE FICTION. PERSONAL!
TIES. Landscapes. Kids. Photograohy. MotivaUonals Most Images
ONLY S6. S7 & S8 each' See us at
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Second Floor - Multi-Purpose Room
on Mon Sept 15th thru Fri Sep
19th. 2003 The hours are 9AM - 6
P.M. The Sale is sponsored by UAO

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Partnership For Ohio's Families
hiring part-time, door-to-door canvassers m Toledo area Afternoonevenings, some weekends S8 - $10
per hr. Hiring immediately! Call
Steve at 419-242-0563 or email
ssteel@accesstoledo.com
Part-time gymnastic instruct, preschool & elementary, part-time, flexible, ideal for student Willing to pay
top dollar wilh level 9 or 10 experience Call 419-991-0600 ask for Richard or email gymstarsusa @
gymslarsusa.com
Preschool teaching assistant wanted
for home-based program. Mon..
Wed & Fri. mornings through May
Great exp. for early childhood & Elementary Ed majors. 419-354-6481
Sales Clerk
Needed to assist mgmt. in the
operations of adult retail outlet & lingerie boutique. Musi be 18 or older.
All shifts lull & pan-lime Call (419)
288-2131 b/t 10-5pm only for info
SECURITY OFFICERS
Up to $8.50 hr
Securitas Security Services, USA
is currently seeking full & part-time
Security Officers for Fmdlay and
Bowling Green Applicants for fulllime must be available to work any
day or shift Applicants for part-time
must be available to work weekends
We will be accepting applications on
Wednesday September 17. 2003
Irom 10:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. at the
Ohio Depart of Jobs & Family Services oflice 7746 County Rd 140.
Suite B Fmdlay OH. The Old County
Home (800) 382-9132 EOE AA
M/F/V/D
TIRED OF MINIMUM WAGE???
• Make your own schedule
5-40 hours per week
• SliOiBaseappt
• Cust Service/Sales
• Great for All Students S Others
• All ages 18* Cond. Apply
• Scholarships/Internships avail.
• Call Now! 419-861-6133.
;n|5 com np

Wachovia Securities
Now Hiring
Pan-lime StockBroker's Assistant
Applicant should be interested in a
career in the financial industry
Good opportunity to experience how
a successful financial advisory firm
is run & experience m what it takes
lo become successful in financial
advisory industry.
Skills needed: Good communication
skills, self-motivated, time management.
Duties include: Marketing, contacting clients & prospects via telephone
& mail. Ideal for freshmen & sophmores (looking for 1-2 yrs relationship)
Hours: Afternoons/evenings
(15-20 hrs/wk ) Wages: flexible
Phone 419-861-9838.
Movie Extras/ Models needed
No exp. required
Earn up to $500-1000/day
1-888-820-0167 ext U112
Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

For Sale
S500! Cars/trucks from S500. Police
impounds Hondas. Chevys etc For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558
4 bedrooms. 2 baths
Fore closure only $3000 For listings call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584.

14
21
23
27
32
34
36
37
38
39
41
43

99 Volkswagon Jetta Wolfsburg
Edition. 5-speed. Power everything.
AC. 6 CD changer, sunroof
95.000 miles. Hunter Green.
Asking $7,000
Call Kris <9 419-378-2003
Full size mattress set
Brand new. S200.
419-392-7465
LOADED 3.06 Ghz P4 tor $1700Alienware Area 51 PC=3 06 Ghz
Pentium 4. 1 GB RDRAM, 120 GB
HD. DVD-RW. CD-RW ATI 9700
Pro Gfx. Audigy2 6 1 Audio. Zip 250.
Floppy. Windows XP Pro Asking
$1700 0B0. If interested please
email kenC«'meancode com or call
419-308-4659
New bedroom set Still boxed.
Only $575. Delivery available
419-509-8342
Nintendo Game Cube.
2 controllers. 2 memory cards &
10 games $300 or best offer
Call (419) 494-5900 for details
Two BGSU vs Ohio tickets
Section B. Great Seats S65 each
(419)666-3550

ACROSS
1 Police officer, at times
9 Mocks
15 Coast toward which the
wind blows
t6 Ms Andress
17 Possible pathogens
18 Flared
19 Actress Falco
20 Mildly ill
22 More mature
24 A votre
!
25 Mineral matter
26 Swarm member
28 Greek letters
29 Stag party attendees
30 Poisonous gas
31 Hanoi holiday
32 Beatty film
33 Yup's antonym
35 Anti-apartheid archbishop
37 Uneven hairstyle
40 Sass

L/M\\/n

Canadian province
More alert
Cookbook colleclion
Valuing very highly
Thar _ blows!
Spelling or Amos
Gray and Moran
Alter again
Replacement
French pancakes
Chnstiania. today
Unctuous
Laughed
contemptuously
Makes blue
Map within a map
Gambling mecca
Copied
Deception
Duck down
Bluefin or yellowfin
Drug-detecting dog
Red phone
Concurs
Fattened young pigs
Rival with some
success

42 Piano adjusters
46 ID'S on |erseys
47 Mythological queen of
Carthage
48 Tooth covering
49 "
My Party"
50 Sour-tasting, old-style
52 Island off Venezuela
53 Used-goods selling sile
56 Patron saint of Norway
57 Of the best quality
58 Appraise
60 Meal's main dish
61 Conscience-stricken one
62 Dealt in used goods
63 Defames

s

ti

44
45
47
51
54
55

Partial refund provider
Drools
Woman in distress
Angle that's not right?
Space starter?
Paper mulberry tree
bark
59 Author Deighton
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" Now leasing fully lurn. efficiencies
Efficiencies avail now & second sem
$465 for 1 person, monthly leases
includes all util. cable, phone Call
Buckeye Inn & Studios 352-1520.
1740 E Wooster.
"'1 bdrm apt . $450/mo. includ. util.
2 blks from campus, quiet res area
+ 2nd sem . 2 bdrm. apts avail .
$450/ mo. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
1 brdm apartment
Free heat, water & sewer
Call 354-9740
MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm apts Rents from
$320/ mo Call Charing Cross Apts.
for your tour (419) 352-0590.
Professor will share lurn house w/
other prof, or grad student. 5 bdrm...
2 wb fireplaces, wooded lot. faces
got' course S225 mo includ all util.
Call 352-5523 Avail starting Oct 1
and Jan 1st.
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For Rent
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

2 bedroom furnished apt.
Close to campus. Includes utilities
Call (419) 353-5074 ask for Tim

2 bdrm 1 bath, util wid 1 st Moor
duplex, garage avail. 8th SI.
S575'mo Call 352-8872.

Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric
Starling at $390.00 per month.

PICK YOUR OWN

TOMATOES

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE

I9C per Pound. Minimum 50 lbs.
Bring your own Container
Monday-Friday 8:00-4 00
Brinkman's Farm Market on Route 68
Jusl North of Arlington 419-365 51 27

(4191354-2260
Located at 319 E Wooster St
across from Taco Bell.

SAVE BIG ON

Wanted
Subleasers needed immed 2 Ig
bdrm house Pets allowed 222
S. College 1st floor 419-494-3793

SUNDAY
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University Bookstore Welcomes
Students and Champion Back-to-School,

Management Inc.
AFEWAPARTMKNTS
LEFT
O13S3-SM0

fRfcSTAUR/Wr
163 S MAIN

■5353 in..
716 K. Wooster. I bdrm #2,
•111) mo + Ekd Aross from
Campus

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

OPEN NOW

/rtfl&CA
Management Inc.

Hillsdale Apt.. 10X2 Fairview
2 Bdrm Apts./ one 3 BdmrTwnh.
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal.
I 1/2 Baths-Washer/Dryer Hookup. BGSU Bus slop.
FEW OPEN NOW

M.iiuuriiirni Int.

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poc
One 1 Bdrm open
2Bdrm#66&»ll6PV
Laundry on sile. BGSU bus slop
OPEN NOW

'I HI it. inrril Inc.

Slop by our Office a(
I045N. Main St
or check website
www,meccabg,com
foTcomplelc listings
for next year.

FROM ONLY
$465!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking

ft

i

BOWEN THOMPSON
STUDENT UNION

lUimSNAM

1 GYPSYIANP
[HomoDBpM

FREE HEAT
== VARSITY
itm SQUARE
APARTMENTS

419-353-7715 t=*

i

U

a

Redeem at University Bookstore to receive
$5.00 off any Champion purchase of $25.00 or more.

